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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Historically, many regional transit systems were designed in a “hub and spoke” pattern, focusing on moving residents from relatively low-density residential communities to a single high-density employment center – typically the region’s historic central business district (CBD). In general, these systems have worked well for those workers with jobs in central cities. The effectiveness of this kind of system hinges directly on the density of the jobs co-located in close proximity to each other and within a short distance of transit stations.

Although CBDs and downtowns remain important regional employment locations, American cities have experienced significant decentralization over the last 60 years, as job centers have shifted from urban downtowns to suburban communities. This “employment sprawl” has helped to generate much of the traffic congestion experienced across regions today, contributing to over 100 billion dollars in lost time and fuel every year. In addition to traffic congestion, there are other important impacts to the dispersal of jobs, such as increased infrastructure costs, the loss of open space, and an increased average distance between homes and jobs. Many low income workers are cut off from expanding auto-oriented suburban employment concentrations because they do not own cars, and there are few transit options to get to these low density job centers. Even middle income workers who live in the suburbs and own cars are affected by the high cost of driving to work every day. This condition is likely to worsen in many regions as gas prices rise and absorb an increasing share of a household’s resources that could otherwise be spent on health care, education, child care, and even healthy food.

A stronger integration between land use and transportation planning can counter many of these problems by providing enhanced, lower-cost mobility options for residents and workers. For the past two decades, many planners and advocates have promoted “transit-oriented development” as a key strategy for achieving more sustainable and equitable land use patterns. Transit-oriented development (TOD) planning has generally been more focused on the origin side of the trip, conceived as dense residential neighborhoods and mixed-use development featuring housing built over retail. However, given that concentrated employment uses have been found to be more closely associated to transit ridership than dense residential uses, it is clear that employment uses are a key component of the TOD equation. Even for today’s multi-nucleated regions, job centers that are clustered along major urban travel corridors have strong potential to support enhanced transit. Furthermore, the transformation of single-use suburban job centers to compact, mixed-use districts also offers the opportunity for shifting travel habits for mid-day convenience trips in addition to the commute trip.

This paper is a broad-based exploration of the relationship between transit and job concentrations in evolving regions, in order to emphasize the importance of the destination side of the trip for both transit operations and land use planning in station areas. The report is organized into three sections. Following the introduction in Section I, Section II describes the connection between employment and transit. In Section III, the paper examines employment decentralization patterns and their implication for transit and TOD. Section IV explores three case study regions using geo-spatial analytical tools, to understand how regions with multiple job centers, including traditional CBDs and suburban nodes, can take advantage of existing concentrations to bolster transit ridership and foster employment-based TOD.

The following are major themes emerging from the analysis of employment patterns and the relationship to transit:

Employment dispersal patterns in the United States have been significant over the past 20 years, but these patterns have taken different forms in various regions. In each of the case study regions examined in this paper, high-density job clusters have emerged outside of the central business district, often along freeways and highways, creating multi-nucleated regions.

Many of the higher density employment centers with potential to support transit ridership are located in suburban contexts, such as Buckhead in Atlanta and Scottsdale Airpark in Phoenix. In some cases, the total employment in these suburban employment centers rivals the central business district (CBD). These places may be important places to consider in regions considering future investments in transit expansions.

Higher density employment centers are often appropriate places to consider introducing other types of land uses in order to create a mixed-use transit district with a wide variety of amenities, thereby providing a greater array of mobility options for residents and workers.

Because the link between employment and transit has not been central to the TOD discussion, the implications of spatial job patterns has generally not been a focal point of transit planning. The findings of this paper suggest that land use patterns associated with employment uses must become an important part of the ongoing dialogue on the integration of transportation and land use planning moving forward.
I. INTRODUCTION

The Center for Transit Oriented Development (CTOD) began exploring issues related to transit and employment in its TOD 202 publication “Transit and Employment,” published in 2008. This earlier document provides a brief overview of the relationship between the commute trip and overall transit ridership, postulating that since trips to and from work comprise the majority of all transit trips, future transit planning must focus on making the critical connections between home (the trip origin) and work (the trip destination). Without these strong connections, transit will never be able to fulfill its potential to address immediate goals such as accessibility improvements or longer-term goals such as achieving overall reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at the metropolitan area level.

This paper builds on “Transit and Employment,” but explores in greater detail the need to consider regional employment centers in planning transit systems and services, and expands the discussion about how employment concentrations should be incorporated into the discussion of transit-oriented development (TOD). This paper also examines three regions that experienced substantial growth in the post World War II period to understand more about the spatial pattern of employment growth, and to illustrate the relationship of these major employment centers to existing and future transit investments. The case study regions include Atlanta, Georgia; Phoenix, Arizona; and the Twin Cities (Minneapolis and St. Paul), Minnesota. The findings from this work also have implications for both regional planning and transit planning, and begin to create a framework for using federal, state and regional transit investments to encourage appropriate transit-supportive land-use planning at the local level.

As a follow-up to this paper, CTOD is conducting further analysis to examine the composition of existing employment in areas served by fixed-guideway rail transit, in order to explore how industries vary in their proclivity to locate in higher density, transit-served locations. This upcoming paper, “Transit and Regional Economic Development,” will also assess employment dynamics in the transit areas (within one-half mile of transit stations) relative to the greater metropolitan region. The outcome of this analysis is a better understanding of the types of industries that may have a greater propensity to be transit-oriented, to provide a framework for how the coordination of regional economic development, land use and transportation planning efforts can better promote healthy, high-functioning regions.
II. TRANSIT AND THE COMMUTE TRIP

Academics and practitioners have long touted transit-oriented development as an effective way to meet a variety of environmental, economic, and social goals. More recently, transit and TOD have become important parts of the climate change debate as evidence mounts that these will be critical elements of any long-term strategy to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. However, most of the dialog around TOD has focused on creating mixed-use residential development projects that sometimes include employment uses, but in relatively small increments. Considerably less attention has been directed to the importance of regionally significant places where mixes of entertainment, culture and work come together. These places are often major employment centers that play a critical role in the region’s economic health.

Concentrating jobs closer to transit stations and transit closer to employment clusters can also help to broaden employment opportunities for the carless, including lower-income workers, and generally provide better mobility and access to a wider range of opportunities. A recent University of Minnesota study found that the Hiawatha light rail line in the Twin Cities region increased access to low wage jobs for residents of station areas by 50 percent, and by 25 percent in areas with direct, light-rail connecting bus routes. Additionally, recent research from France suggests that workers pushed to the edges of regions, away from significant employment destinations in disadvantaged neighborhoods lacking quality transit access, are more likely to be unemployed. While the study does not claim that distance from employment centers is the only factor leading to unemployment, it does demonstrate empirically that long-term unemployment is caused in part by these spatial patterns.

One reason that the TOD discourse has traditionally been less focused on employment centers is because work-related trips comprise only 18 percent of all trips for the average U.S. household, and overall only 4.7 percent of total commuters ride transit to work in the U.S. Single occupancy vehicles account for a commanding 75.6 percent of commute trips nationally. These statistics often lead to the assumption that the best opportunity to reduce trips is to focus on the creation of mixed-use residential communities. However, this reflects a lack of understanding that transportation planning is centered on peak-hour commuter flows, and that regional road and transit infrastructure is generally designed to accommodate the peak travel times represented by daily work-related trips. In addition, as most transportation planners know, the work trip comprises 59 percent of all transit ridership and is thus critical to sustaining a robust transit system.

---
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In places with enhanced transit systems that effectively connect workers to their jobs, transit’s share of the commute trip is significantly higher than the national average. In the San Francisco Bay Area, for example, transit commands an impressive 51 percent\(^8\) share of commute trips for people traveling from Alameda County into downtown San Francisco, a very dense employment node. This is because this area is well-served by Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and AC Transbay Bus Service. It is often faster and cheaper to take transit than to drive alone and park. The same phenomenon is true for certain transit corridors in the Boston area, where ridership to employment within a half-mile of Red Line stations can account for as much as a 79 percent\(^9\) share of commute mode.

The recent examples from San Francisco and Boston support early work between 1970 and 1980 by Hendricksen, who studied 25 large metro areas showing that employment in the central business district (CBD) was more closely correlated to transit’s mode share than the total regional population.\(^{10}\) More specifically in Boston, a 1996 study by Gomez Ibanez showed the relationship between drops in transit ridership and drops in central city jobs. According to the work in Boston, every percentage drop in jobs brought a 1.25 to 1.75 percent drop in ridership.\(^{11}\)

Transit ridership is also tied to employment density on the transit corridor itself, not just in the Central Business District. Robert Cervero’s case study of Stockholm highlights the ways in which a well-designed transit system that connects multiple place types and destinations with varying land use mixes and intensities can achieve strong bidirectional ridership, despite high automobile ownership rates and high income levels.\(^{12}\) In the United States, Kuby et al.\(^{13}\) found statistical significance in the relationship

---


\(^{9}\) Ibid.
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between surface system light rail ridership and employment, stating that for every increase by 100 works near transit, ridership increases by 2.3 riders, even in non-CBD locations. Recent work by the CTOD\textsuperscript{14} also shows that employment within a half-mile of transit stations along various transit corridors has the potential to help support ridership. Light rail lines in places such as Houston, Denver, and Phoenix have numerous dense employment clusters along the line that can contribute significantly to ridership. As shown in Figure 2 below, light rail corridors with a high number of workers near transit stations tend to have higher ridership.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2.png}
\caption{Light Rail Ridership and Employment, 2008}
\end{figure}

The examples cited above demonstrate that transit systems that effectively connect employment centers may be more likely to achieve strong ridership numbers. The challenge faced by transit systems, however, is the ability to design corridors that connect workers to employment centers in places where jobs are increasingly decentralized.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item[\textsuperscript{14}] Center for Transit-Oriented Development. \textit{Destinations Matter White Paper}, 2009 \<http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/public/reports/476>\end{itemize}
III. EMPLOYMENT GROWTH PATTERNS AND TRANSIT RIDERSHIP

Decentralization Trends
Decentralizing land use patterns and the dispersal of population in metropolitan areas has been well documented in various recent studies. Elizabeth Kneebone’s research shows that “job sprawl” has accompanied this population dispersal with 98 large metropolitan areas experiencing employment decentralization in almost every major industry category from 1998-2006.15

Kneebone and others’ analyses of decentralization are focused on the traditional “hub and spoke” commute patterns from residential suburbs to a centralized downtown, and define employment dispersal in terms of a three-mile distance from the region’s historic central business district. On the other hand, Robert Lang’s work describes employment dispersal patterns in multi-nucleated metropolitan areas, and makes the distinction between “edge cities,” a term popularized by Joel Garreau’s work16 and “boomburbs.” Edge cities are dense suburban employment centers that arose in the 1980s and early 1990s, and include places such as Tysons Corner outside Washington, D.C., and Century City in Los Angeles. “Boomburbs,” on the other hand, are the fast-growing suburban communities at the edge of metropolitan areas that have a significant number of jobs in low-density clusters scattered along major highways and freeways. These “edgeless” cities, mostly built around highway access, have seen more office development in the 1990s than more compact, mixed-use suburban “edge” cities.17

Although these researchers have focused on different aspects of job dispersal, the consistent finding is that employment has been decentralizing for the past 40 years in most metropolitan regions. Less clear are the implications of this decentralization for transit use and system productivity. Recent research focuses on this question and draws on the experience of transit agencies that have adopted service strategies responsive to a decentralized employment pattern.

The Relationship between Transit Service and Employment Density
Brown and Thomson have investigated the possibility of effective transit service that serves dispersed employment locations, such as those in Atlanta, Phoenix and Minneapolis/St.Paul. Barnes18 considers the role of employment destinations in building transit ridership. Importantly, this research offers hopeful findings for transit operators and those seeking to grow the transit commute to capture its many benefits despite the trend toward employment decentralization. Brown and Thomson19 refer to a “multi-destination service orientation” as one that connects destinations to each other rather than radially connecting neighborhoods to a Central Business District (CBD). This research examines riding habits, service productivity and cost-effectiveness for 45 regions of between 1 million and 5 million in population. Brown and Thompson conclude, “Metro Service Areas (MSAs) whose transit agencies oriented their networks to serve dispersed destinations (a multi-destination service orientation) enjoyed better performance on all three performance indicators than those whose agencies focused their service on the CBD (a radial service orientation). However, these multi-destination systems must still focus on relatively dense employment clusters.”

---

17 Ibid
In an assessment of ridership in the Atlanta region,\textsuperscript{20} where employment is highly dispersed, Brown and Thompson conclude, “MARTA is successfully reaching non-CBD employment in Fulton and DeKalb Counties.” They observe, “As employment grows outside the CBD, but within the service area, MARTA ridership increases.” This research suggests that it is possible to achieve high levels of transit ridership, even in a suburban context. However, as Brown, Thompson, and Barnes point out, this is related to the physical form this employment takes.

In “The Importance of Trip Destination in Determining Transit Share,”\textsuperscript{21} Gary Barnes highlights the importance of employment density in increasing transit ridership in the Twin Cities. His work finds that increases in employment density can result in increased transit share from origins with residential density held constant, a similar finding of earlier work by Zupan and Pushkarev.\textsuperscript{22} Barnes emphasizes the relationship between residential origins and destinations, noting, “Residential neighborhood characteristics matter, but the extent to which they matter is very strongly influenced by where people are going.” In conclusion he argues that while residential density is indeed a significant factor in contributing to transit ridership, “the development and expansion of very large, high-density job centers is the best tool available for most cities to achieve substantial increases in transit use.”

Despite the very substantial change in employment patterns (and, by extension, commute habits) during the past 30 years, it is interesting to note that scholars including Brown and Thompson continue to cite the 1977 work “Public Transportation and Land Use”\textsuperscript{23} by Boris Pushkarev and Jeffrey Zupan for the Regional Plan Association. The comprehensive and rigorous analysis enabled them to offer specific quantitative thresholds for transit-supportive residential and employment land uses. These thresholds continue to be cited in current works\textsuperscript{24}.

\textsuperscript{20} Brown, Jeffrey and Thompson, Gregory. Service Orientation, Bus–Rail Service Integration, and Transit Performance. Transportation Research Record 2042. 2008
\textsuperscript{21} Barnes, Gary. The Importance of Trip Destination in Determining Transit Share. Journal of Public Transportation, Vol 8 2005
\textsuperscript{22} Zupan, Jeffrey and Pushkarev, Boris. Public Transportation and Land Use Policy. Regional Plan Association 1977
\textsuperscript{23} Zupan, Jeffrey and Pushkarev, Boris. Public Transportation and Land Use Policy. Regional Plan Association 1977
However, Pushkarev and Zupan conducted their work during the very early years of the decades-long national decentralization of employment documented by Kneebone, Glaeser and others. In light of the very different employment landscape that prevailed at the time of their research, the emphasis of importance to transit productivity of radial transit service to major downtown destinations should not be the “take away” message of their findings for today’s transit providers and land use experts. Indeed, new research by Barnes and Thompson supports several of Pushkarev and Zupan’s conclusions, pointing to legacy messages that can help shape the agendas of those now working to increase the transit commute in a dispersed employment environment.

The following are the factors of central importance in creating viable transit service in the era of dispersed employment:

1. **Employment density**: The concentration of workers in a given area (generally measured as employees per acre), with higher densities associated with beneficial impacts for transit ridership.

2. **Destination Size**: The total number of jobs at a destination, with larger concentrations likewise having beneficial impacts for transit ridership. Pushkarev and Zupan, working when jobs were much more highly concentrated than they are now, referred to “Downtown size” measured in non-residential square feet.

3. **Origin Proximity**: The closer a dense commuter neighborhood is to employment concentrations, the more likely the proportion of users taking transit will rise in that neighborhood.

A major study of travel generation from mixed use development, completed in 2009 for the Transportation Research Board, substantiates the continued importance of these three factors, focusing on sites that are characterized by relatively low off-site vehicle trip generation. The study’s conclusions include the finding that “three out of 10 trips produced by and attracted to mixed-use developments put no strain on the external street network and generated very few vehicle miles traveled.” It goes on to explain:

The primary factors affecting this reduction in automobile travel are:

1. The total and the relative amounts of population and employment on the site
2. The site density (floor area ratio)
3. The size of households and their auto ownership
4. The amount of employment within walking distance of the site
5. The pedestrian-friendliness (small blocks and sidewalks) of the site
6. The density of bus stops, presence or absence a rail station, and the access to employment within a 30 minute transit ride of the site

---

But the major factors, including density and access to employment, are also intertwined with other factors, such as pedestrian friendliness and block sizes, which suggests that edge city clusters of dense employment might require further intervention to increase transit ridership. The forms of the employment and placemaking elements are even more important in this context.

**Destination Form and Placemaking**

An agenda for making suburban employment clusters viable transit destinations should include placemaking as a key strategy. Density and the mix of uses, typically regulated by zoning, are established in large part at the site scale. Higher densities, along with urban site design, contribute to a transit-oriented environment with features such as mid- and high-rise buildings covering a large percentage of their sites, parking that is in a structure and in limited supply, and buildings oriented directly to public streets with a continuous and gridded sidewalk network. These features characterize most areas large enough to create large job concentrations in order to enable productive transit use.

A 2006 study by Robert Cervero\(^{30}\) found that transit’s proximity to office jobs outside of downtowns in California boosted commuter share nearly three times. The study also notes previous work finding that 50 percent office workers within a thousand feet of a Metro station in downtown Washington D.C. were using the train, while suburban clusters such as Crystal City attracted a 16 percent to 19 percent share within the same distance from a station. A small sample in Cervero’s California work also suggested that walking distance to the station was a factor in the choice of rail as the commute mode, with offices located closer to transit having higher commuter shares. Rider origins mattered as well, as residents of the District were five times more likely to take the train than residents of Montgomery County to those suburban office clusters.

This research suggests that while station location within employment clusters is an important factor, the internal features of an employment center such as parking and density also play a major role in trip generation and transit use. As Cervero’s work mentions, “Islands of stand-alone office buildings, regardless of how close they are to transit, are unlikely to draw many workers to trains and buses if there is a risk of being stranded in the midday, unable to attend to personal affairs.”\(^{31}\) This finding is corroborated by previous research by Douglas and Evans,\(^{32}\) who found in the Washington, D.C., area that amenities created by density at the place of work are likely to determine mode share to work and the number of trips taken during midday for personal needs. The study determined that higher density employment centers, including urban and suburban CBDs, had a larger share of non-auto journey-to-work and mid-day trips.

---


\(^{32}\) Douglas, GB, and Evans JE. Urban Design, Urban Form, and Employee Travel Behavior. Transportation Research Board 1997
Actual employment density of these places also seems to play a factor in reducing single occupancy vehicle (SOV) commuting to these districts as well. Work by Pivo and Frank discusses possible thresholds at which reduction in single occupancy auto trips occurs. Their study suggests, “The most compelling of the findings is the dramatic increase in the proportion of transit trips that occur as employment density increases to more than 75 employees per acre. In addition, a significant decrease in SOV travel occurs at relatively low densities (between 20 and 50 employees per acre).”\(^{33}\)

From a planning and zoning perspective, in a variation on conventional practice, minimum densities and maximum parking allowances can be established through the zoning ordinance as a framework for greater density. To build needed concentration, the zoning district must be applied to enough sites to generate a place with sufficient activity to create substantial transit demand and service. The transportation literature points to parking and transit service levels as important factors driving ridership share to employment centers. The most mentioned variable outside of density and total jobs in many of the papers referenced above was that of parking requirements and fees.

Douglas and Evans\(^ {34}\) found that driving and low parking costs are highly connected. Similarly, Barnes and Cervero also mention parking limits as a key component of higher ridership to employment centers. Cervero notes that in suburban office buildings where parking was significantly more expensive, transit shares increased.\(^ {35}\) The design of employment districts and the ability to charge for parking, as Barnes notes, is also relevant to the quality of the transit service that can be provided, with high-density destinations offering the advantages of reasonable access trips by foot to and from a small number of closely-spaced transit stops.\(^ {36}\) This type of urban character is largely absent from the edgeless cities typical in dispersed employment clusters.

Barnes further contributes to understanding the interplay of design at the scale of the district and at the regional scale by bringing attention to some key issues relating to transit service quality. He underscores the necessity of creating travel environments in which transit is a preferred choice for commuters because it compares favorably with the drive-alone commute based on time and direct monetary cost. With respect to travel time, Barnes notes that competitive travel times for bus transit are typically made possible by a big destination that generates a transit load large enough to justify nonstop freeway travel. Bus rapid transit (BRT) or rail service on exclusive right of way can offer attractive travel times but also must be combined with sizable job concentrations to justify their substantial investments.

**Summary of Literature Review**

Current literature points to severe employment dispersal in the last half-century. As workers moved further out, many jobs followed, pushing centers of employment further to the edge of the region. “Edge cities” and “boomburbs” grew up from this movement and commuting patterns changed from a typical downtown centric radial pattern to a multi-destination pattern. But while many – such as Alan Pisarski, author of the Commuting in America series – believe that this dispersion has changed the role of transit in commuting, others see it as a need to change thinking on the focus of what transit can and should serve. Rather than focusing on the traditional hub-and-spoke system that only serves downtown employment,


\(^{34}\) Douglas, GB, and Evans JE. Urban Design, Urban Form, and Employee Travel Behavior. Transportation Research Board 1997


\(^{36}\) Barnes, Gary. The Importance of Trip Destination in Determining Transit Share. Journal of Public Transportation, Vol 8 2005
researchers such as Brown, Thompson, Schumann\textsuperscript{37} and Barnes believe that transit can be made more productive if reoriented to serve employment clusters and locations outside of the traditional CBD, called the multi-destinational approach. This is backed by the work of Cervero, Douglas, CTOD and Kuby, who all see proximity to employment as a generator of ridership for transit agencies.

The multi-destinational approach is more nuanced than much of the current general thinking where commuting is seen in the aggregate or focused on the residential/origin side. For example in the chart below taken from data culled in Commuting in America III,\textsuperscript{38} the commute is broken down in four different categories. Since 1980, the suburb-to-suburb commute has increasingly dominated the commute flow for most regions around the country. But what this does not tell us is the extent to which some of those suburban job centers are “boomburbs” or “edge cities,” whether they are located in general clustered employment or how far they are from the regional CBD.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Major Metropolitan Commuter Flows, by Number of Workers}
\end{figure}

As knowledge of ridership drivers and employment patterns becomes more nuanced, it becomes clear that planners and transit agencies need to start thinking about employment disaggregated from pure suburban and urban and move toward clustered vs. dispersed. As findings in the literature review state, transit trips to places that are clustered like a downtown but outside of the traditional CBD are more likely to have a greater percentage of transit trips. But rather than using simplified classifications such as suburban or urban job centers, these employment concentrations should be categorized based on their suitability for transit service and potential for walkable urbanism.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{37} Schumann, John. Rail in Multi-Modal Transit Systems. Transportation Research Board 1995
\textsuperscript{39} Leinburger, Christopher. The Option of Urbanism. Island Press 2008.
V. CASE STUDIES OF TRANSIT SYSTEMS AND REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS

In the following case studies, employment patterns are mapped and analyzed to see where regional clusters are located outside of the CBD and whether there are opportunities to connect existing job concentrations. This analysis begins to illustrate how multi-destination networks can potentially be more appropriate in some regions than the legacy hub-and-spoke systems that may be limiting given the dispersed nature of employment in many metro areas. The Atlanta, Phoenix and Twin Cities regions demonstrate that patterns of decentralization vary from region to region, and that the specific nature of the employment dispersal should be taken into account when planning and prioritizing transit investments, as well as planning for transit-supportive land uses.

Mapping Methodology
CTOD built on its previous work in the Twin Cities, Los Angeles, and Philadelphia to analyze the spatial distribution and sectoral mix of employment concentrations for three regions: Atlanta, Phoenix, and the Twin Cities. Using data from Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) and Google Earth, CTOD mapped employment at the Census Block level and then grouped job clusters based on geographical proximity and connectivity. When seen as clusters, a hierarchy of importance begins to manifest in terms of density and total employment.

Figure 5: Camelback Road Cluster in Phoenix

Source: Center for Transit-Oriented Development, 2009

The maps on the following pages (Figures 7 through 13) show employment totals by block group, represented by dots scaled by size. These dots were then grouped into job clusters as polygons to analyze the density and industry mix of these employment concentrations.

Case Study Findings
Spatial analysis shows that different metropolitan regions experience distinct patterns of job dispersal. CTOD classified these job clusters into three basic categories based on the employment density: primary, secondary, and tertiary. The primary cluster is usually a downtown or CBD. The secondary cluster are often suburban “edge cities” or areas anchored by large institutions such as hospitals and universities. The tertiary job cluster classification refers to other smaller, lower density suburban centers generally located along highways and freeways. As shown in the maps, the Phoenix metropolitan area has two “primary” employment clusters: Downtown Phoenix and North Central Phoenix, both at the core of the metropolitan area with more than 30 workers per acre. There are five medium-density clusters, including Camelback Road, Downtown Scottsdale, Arizona State University, Downtown Mesa, and Metrocenter Clusters (between 20 to 30 workers per acre). The region has more than a dozen moderate-density clusters with between 10 and 20 workers per acre such as East Tempe, Paradise Valley, and Guadalupe, and eight low-density clusters with less than 10 workers per acre. These clusters can be visualized in Figure 6 and

---

40 These classifications are initial categorizations that would benefit from refinement with additional quantitative measures of industry sector mix, net employment densities, urban form, and other characteristics.
Figure 7. Phoenix’s new light rail system serves the biggest clusters of Downtown, North Central, and ASU/East Tempe clusters. The medium-density clusters of Downtown Scottsdale, Metrocenter and Camelback Road, however, are not served by the new light rail system.

As Figure 8 shows, much of Atlanta’s employment growth has followed the freeways northward out of the downtown, acting like fingers of kudzu moving along the tree trunks. However, Atlanta’s densest employment clusters are served (and were likely promoted) by MARTA, while the lower density employment clusters are generally located along major highways and freeways in smaller concentrations. Atlanta has one high-density primary employment cluster of more than 30 workers per acre (Downtown Atlanta) and four medium density secondary clusters (see Figure 9). The region has about 24 lower density tertiary clusters. Based on this spatial analysis, it appears that the Atlanta region has experienced a more pronounced pattern of employment decentralization given the number of low-density clusters there compared to Phoenix. It is interesting to note that around 50 percent of regional employment in both Atlanta and Phoenix is located in clusters of around 10,000 jobs or more. The concentration of half of the region’s employment in a few subareas has important implications for understanding patterns of agglomeration and the potential for connecting job centers with transit.

In the Twin Cities, the CBD is by far the largest and most concentrated job center, with secondary clusters in St. Paul, Edina, Bloomington/Airport with approximately the same number of workers and job densities (see Figure 10 and Figure 11). Job densities outside of these established employment concentrations drop off significantly, with almost all the clusters showing an average density of under 20 workers per acre. The spatial patterns in the Twin Cities demonstrate that while the core historic employment areas remain significant in size and density, many of the emerging jobs are located in low-density suburban areas along highways.

For the Phoenix and Atlanta regions, the industry mix of employment clusters is generally correlated with employment density. Figure 12 and Figure 13 below show the distribution of employment by major industry groups for each cluster, including office, industrial, retail, and public sector. The clusters with the highest employment densities are generally those with relatively high shares of office and government employment while many of the lower density employment centers have higher shares of industrial employment.
Figure 6: Phoenix Regional Employment by Block Group, 2006
Figure 7: Employment Clusters in the Phoenix Region by Size and Density, 2006
Figure 8: Atlanta Regional Employment by Block Group, 2006
Figure 9: Employment Clusters in the Atlanta Region by Size and Density, 2006
Figure 10: Twin Cities Regional Employment by Block Group, 2004

Figure 11: Employment Clusters in the Twin Cities Region by Size and Density, 2004

Figure 12: Employment Clusters in Phoenix Region by Industry Group
Figure 13: Employment Clusters in Atlanta Region by Industry Mix
Implications for Transit Planning
The research on the relationship between employment and transit suggests that transit investments that connect large, high-density employment clusters are more likely to have a productive network. In Phoenix, Atlanta, and the Twin Cities, most of the highest density employment centers are served by transit. This suggests that fixed-guideway transit may play a role in facilitating new agglomerations and reinforcing existing concentrations.

Regions looking to make major investments in future transit expansions must evaluate a host of factors in designing their corridors and station areas. Given the work presented in this paper, to the extent possible, regions should also consider how their projected networks are able to connect existing high-density employment centers. It may be the case that expansions to the some destinations should be given higher funding priority, or moved forward in the timeline to maximize productivity and ridership. There are many opportunities to take advantage of concentrations of high-density employment along future routes and corridors. For example, some of the higher density employment clusters on the Interstate-494 corridor of the Twin Cities region, such as Edina - the third largest employment cluster in the Twin Cities region - remain unconnected by transit. Furthermore, where there are existing lines that connect up multiple destinations, there is also the potential to improve access for workers through enhanced station area planning and design, thereby making transit, walking, and biking more attractive transportation options.

This is not to say that lower density employment areas should not be part of transit expansion plans, as they could serve other important regional mobility goals, and may over time become higher density activity centers. However, a strategy that connects the existing dense clusters of a region while trying to connect any number of other smaller, emerging, and less dense areas along the way may be the key to creating long-term sustainable transportation networks.

VI. KEY CONCLUSIONS

Focus TOD and Regional Planning on Employment
Much of the existing literature on transit-oriented development has focused on the trip origin and residential side of the commute, without adequately addressing the issue of employment dispersal and its effect on regional development patterns. A sharper focus is needed on urban and suburban job concentrations, and the types of planning strategies that would help them to become better integrated into the regional transit network, transforming them into mixed-use “walkable places” rather than serving as auto-oriented office parks.

Clusters Outside of the CBD Can Be Served by Transit
Employment dispersal away from traditional central business districts can work well with transit operations, even in suburban locations, but only if employment remains clustered in relatively dense concentrations with appropriate transit service, parking controls, and placemaking provisions. It might be necessary to change the way we think about employment, from urban versus suburban, to more of a model of dispersed versus concentrated nodes. Places with high employment densities can be served with transit networks and made into places that can provide people with amenities during the lunch hour that foster more non-auto trips.

New Fixed Guideway Investments Should Connect Significant Regional Employment Clusters
Transit planning, especially for new rail and BRT lines, should be structured around connecting major employment concentrations at the regional level. Significant regional clusters that have a large amount of regional employment and corresponding density in the top tiers should be connected together to create...
transit spines that can be linked into by feeder networks. These connections would allow workers to access more employment regional opportunities and serve to increase the amount of employment in clusters.

**Higher Density Employment Areas Have Potential Attract Private Development**

In addition, the CTOD’s research on development patterns along transit lines shows that real estate development is more likely to occur in station areas that are within close proximity to major employment centers. Therefore, if transit is planned in a way that makes strong connections to significant employment centers, it can also promote residential TOD in places on the transit corridor where commercial uses are less likely to locate. Understanding this relationship between employment centers and residential TOD is an important part of the TOD equation.

While it would be easy to suggest that more regions should cluster employment, there are real challenges to this approach, as outlined by Downs in “Still Stuck in Traffic.” Regional government structures and tax base sharing such as in the Twin Cities are helpful, but there are still significant economic and political issues to contend with, including the tension between regional transportation planning and local land use planning, scarce funding sources, and the political nature of major infrastructure investment decisions. However, this underscores the need to focus transportation investments on strengthening existing employment centers and maximizing ridership by planning and designing transit corridors that provide stronger connections to dense employment centers. By strengthening existing employment concentrations, regional and local governments can foster nodal, mixed-use developments in higher value, transit-rich places that provide better mobility, housing, and employment options.

---


This report explores the need to consider regional employment centers in planning transit systems and services, and expands the discussion about how employment concentrations should be incorporated into the discussion of transit-oriented development (TOD). The ongoing trend of employment decentralization outside of central business districts (CBDs) demands a new approach to transit planning outside the traditional suburban-urban/CBD commute model. This report includes a literature review and case studies of regional employment patterns and transit networks in the Atlanta, Phoenix-Mesa, and Minneapolis-St. Paul regions. Literature review finds that extreme employment dispersal has occurred in the last half-century, large and high-density employment centers are likely to result in higher transit mode share, and walkable destinations feature fewer automobile trips. Transit performance can be maximized by focusing on dense regional employment clusters with high potential for internal pedestrian circulation. The report recommends that TOD and regional transit planning focus on employment patterns, clusters outside of CBDs incorporate transit, and new fixed-guideway investments give strong consideration to connecting existing employment concentrations.